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Abstract 
  

Block chain is a secure way of record keeping technology, which is a mostly 

used and one of the emerging cryptographic technology now adays. Its play a 

key role in major areas like information management, networking and 

internet of things. Many organisations looking for blockchain technology and 

got replaced by existing mechanisms, because of its potential to solve several 

financial issues on daily basis. It is widely used in other applications like 

cryptocurrency, waste management, government e-health record 

management.travel industry, etc. Blockchain is the best innovative and recent 

models that has been implemented and has best usage in the area of business, 

industries and educational. Because of bitcoins usage, digital information 

was maintaining with the help of blockchain and protection from third 

parties. It has found to save the exorbitant quantity of energy due to an 

algorithm followed for its creation. In this research, work about the survey of 

block chain technology in various application areas, its aspects and 

challenges like data management, security and privacy. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The meaning for the words "block" and "chain" in this unique 

circumstance, its about the automated data (the "blocks") put into an open 

database (the "chain"). The "blocks" on the blockchain are involved 

progressed pieces of information. Consider an example of cryptocurrency, 

such as (1) All Blocks store data for exchanges of information such as the 

time, date and dollar metrics (of your recent purchase from online). (2) It 

stores information about tracking and checking out trades. And (3) Blocks 

store data that recognizes them from different squares. Much like two people 

names to get recognized, each block stores a novel code called a "hash" that 

permits us to disclose to it’s away from each other blocks. Hashes are 

cryptographic codes made by unique calculations. 

 

   
 

Figure 1 Various Industries Expecting Blockchain Benefits 

 

Figure 1 shows the Applications of blockchain in industry and its 

efficient usage in different areas of recent technologies like real estate, 

Government sector, supply chain management, insurance and Tourism. 
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2 Literature Survey 
 
2.1 Blockchain Structure 
 

Blockchain technology is immutable or unchangeable, here blocks are 

linked to form a chain and this follows distributed p2p. So, when a new one 

is added to the block chain, then it will be accessed by everyone. The 

blockchain follows certain protocol or set of rules for implementation.it can 

be bitcoin or Ethereum. The presence of Blockchain technology was from 

80’s, the reason for this methodology is more explained about lately is thanks 

to bitcoin. It was introduced in 2009 [1], ever since then, it has been 

recognized because this is an first digital currency to be used for online 

financial transactions, However it does not have centralized controller for 

maintaining the transactions. For Bitcoin’s blockchain, it’s possible to access 

the transaction data, along with additional information like (“Time”) when, 

(“Height”) where, and (“Relayed By”) by whom the block was added to the 

blockchain. Bitcoin is not an efficient platform when compared to Ethereum. 

[2][3][16].  

 

 
 

Figure 2 Procedure of Blockchain Structure 

 

Figure 2 shows that structure of blockchain and its data link among 

various blocks. For each block, secured using hash key generation process 

with efficient key access. For example block 1 is linked with block 2 for 

exchange of data with secured hask key and it’s compared the features of 

previous key generation. 

  

2.2 Features of Blockchain 
 

Figure 3 shows that Decentralised network, where a group of nodes 

maintains the network and ensures less failure, transparency, third party and 

full of user control. Enhanced security for data tampering and all blocks data 

are uniquely hashed in cryptographic way. The Distributed ledger, publicly 

available to all user and that contains information about all the transactions 

and the participants details. 
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Figure 3 Centralized Client/Server Network Vs Decentralized Peer 2 Peer 

Blockchain Network  

 

Consensus is produced by cryptography algorithms running on a peer to 

peer responsible for the network trust, and nodes trust other nodes when 

proving themself based on this model. Faster transactions and settlements 

(smart contract- Based on a programmer of Ethereum, the currency or asset 

are transformed into a digital program. Assess dependent on the assignment 

with the program runs the code that whether this resource ought to go to the 

next individual or back to its proprietor). [4] 

 

2.3. Types of Blockchain 
 
  (1) An public type has positively no entry limitations. Anyone with a 

online association can transfer exchanges to it just as become a validator (i.e., 

take an interest in the business agreement protocol). Usually, systems offer 

financial impetuses for the end user who secure them and utilize Proof of 

Stake or Confirmation of task calculation. Probably the largest, most known 

open type blockchains are the bitcoin blockchain and the Ethereum 

blockchain.  

(2)A private type is permissioned. Individuals can't go along with it 

except if welcomed by the system heads. Members are limited and validator 

get to is limited.  

(3)A hybrid blockchain has a blend of brought together and decentralized 

highlights. The specific activities of the chain can differ dependent on which 

parts of centralization decentralization are utilized.  

(4)A sidechain is an assignment for a blockchain record that runs in 

corresponding to an essential blockchain Passages from the essential 

blockchain (where said sections commonly speak to computerized resources) 

can be connected to and from the sidechain; this permits the sidechain to in 

any case work autonomously of the essential blockchain (e.g., by utilizing a 

substitute methods for record keeping, exchange agreement calculation, and 

so on.).[5] 
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2.4 Blockchain Application Area 
 
2.4.1 Healthcare 
 

The need for e-Health research is to improve the digital healthcare 

service to the next level inorder to increase patient outcomes, lower the costs, 

and point out the challenges of e-Health issues in security, unwavering 

quality, proficiency and adaptability. As the healthcare demands increase the 

various nations GDPs, there are immediate needs to adopt the e-Health 

innovative services to satisfy the needs in numbers as well as in improvement 

of social intelligent standards. So, while blockchain technology [6] proposed 

for healthcare system, the fundamental data with respect to the clinical 

investigations are shared between emergency clinics, clinical facilities and 

research foundations based on access strategies characterized by the patients. 

So as to protect information, it includes the utilization of two sorts of chains 

such as  side and private chain, which maintains information about correct ID 

of the patients, and public, which stores information about patients' wellbeing 

information set apart with a brief ID. To verify it, build the plan utilizing 

Fabric structure methodology offers to patients the sureness, that their 

information is all around ensured, together with her/his security. The new 

arrangement verify the patients first, so their clinical information can be 

gotten to just through highly security arrangements, and the strategy 

exchanges are open through freely accessible blockchain. Notwithstanding, 

the blockchain of public type contains the patient's transitory ID just, 

accordingly it doesn't permit following history of patient clinical treatment. 

Besides, in framework plan, patients are viewed as proprietors of their own 

clinical investigation, have full authority over them, regardless of whether 

those are put away on facilities' datacentre’s [6] 

 

2.4.2 Voting System 
 

The democratic voting model is the cycle assessment of individuals to 

process the constitution appropriately. Reasonableness, autonomy, and fair-

mindedness should be available in the casting a ballot framework. 

Consequently, it must be a straightforward and made sure about measure so 

everyone can communicate their own personal supposition openly. Overall 

vote control is an interesting issue in existing democratic frameworks. Since 

individuals in various nations are utilizing computerized innovation in the 

democratic cycle (like Optical Sweep framework, Internet Voting 

framework, E-Voting framework) rather than customary way. As it were 

digitization couldn't settle the issues totally. Since still there are various 

approaches to control or alter advanced innovation and hamper the 

democratic cycle.To manufacture a protected electronic democratic climate,  
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[7] presented an blockchain applications and innovation as an assistance for 

the appropriated electronic democratic framework. With the utilization of 

blockchain, accomplished information honesty which is a fundamental 

quality of a casting a ballot climate. The secrecy of the electors, security, 

what's more, security of the democratic climate is the primary aim of this 

research. However the plan of the framework and comprehended all the 

security issues in the democratic climate.[7] 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Voting Process Flowchart 

 

Figure 4 shows that the overall vote control in existing democratic 

frameworks. Since public in various nations are utilizing computerized 

innovation in the democratic cycle such as optical Sweep Voting framework, 

Internet Voting framework, Electronic Voting framework rather than 

customary way like Ballot Box.  

 

2.4.3 Copyright Management  
 

Blockchain innovation can be utilized to illuminate the issue of the 

administration of the computerized copyright. However, some connected 

thoughts have been proposed by researchers, barely any papers propose a 

complete computerized copyright the board framework dependent on open 

chain and re-enactment.  
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A framework dependent on open chain empowers copyright proprietors 

and clients to exchange straightforwardly without turning to an incorporated 

association. In [8][13], a protected computerized copyright the executive’s 

framework dependent on Ethereum is proposed. Initially, a model is set up 

dependent on shrewd agreements and Inter Planetary File System. 

Furthermore, utilize the improved ELGamal encryption calculation to 

scramble meeting information and secure protection and assess the 

productivity of the improved calculation. Finally, an exchange watermark 

that is steady with the exchange data on the chain is added to the picture 

information, giving evidence to the theft. 

 

2.4.4 Identity Management 
 

ID management helps to detect individuals by authorizing them to access 

organizational networks and systems.it is a challenging task due to losing ID 

proofs, lagging of authenticate ID repository, distributed environment where 

they may use hybrid environment and even more existing issues [14]. For 

example, in case of digital passport is a main entity takes along with related 

documents like visa and immigration[15].in existing offline passport 

streamlining and visa renew issue, revoke, verify and validation is a long and 

tough process, in case of urgency for taking the duplicate visa or passport 

and even in immigration they needs multiple verification, they have 

insufficient data shared among countries and even it follows the same 

procedure for applying same country with different visa’s, so it’s a complex, 

huge hassle involved for this issue,[9]proposed a solution with distributed 

ledger for data storage and retrieval can make this service with greater 

efficiency and low cost. 

 

2.4.5 Supply Chain Management  
 

In this work, [10][12] proposed Trust Chain, as layered trust the board 

structure which utilizes a blockchain consortium to follow communications 

between flexibly tie members and to progressively relegate secure and 

notoriety process upheld these corporations. The oddity of Trust chain comes 

from: (a) the notoriety model that assesses the norm of wares, and the 

dependability of substances upheld various perceptions of flexibly chain 

functions, (b) its help for notoriety scores that different between a gracefully 

chain member and items, empowering the task of item explicit notorieties for 

a similar member, (c) the use of shrewd agreements for straightforward, 

proficient, secure, and programmed count of notoriety scores, and (d) its 

negligible overhead regarding idleness and throughput when contrasted with 

a simple blockchain based flexibly chain model. 
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3 Discussion 
 
3.1 Challenges and Solution 
 
3.1.1 Storage 
 

Huge amount of data is bigger and larger. The best method is to classify 

acquisition, breaking big data to small data and reduce system load, 

optimized index and cache mechanism. Huge virtual storage to resolve group 

process, time and space constraints. Hash algorithm, bloom filter, inverted 

index, heap, dictionary tree are used for this evaluation. To solve the space 

limitation, it's to unravel the matter of large-capacity data reading at just one 

occasion, to segment the information, load it into the memory consistent with 

a particular rule, and then integrate, sort, and call consistent with different 

algorithms. To solve the time limitation, it's necessary to unravel the 

processing of large-capacity data within a prescribed period of your time, and 

analyze the structure sort of the info with an appropriate algorithm to 

enhance efficiency. 

 

3.2 Security Measures 
 
3.2.1 Permissioned Blockchain 
 

Blockchain with permissioned have authorization as a compulsory one 

that provides an additional level of security. The permissioned blockchain 

organization will have following parts:  

1. Shared Ledger: It is the annex just disseminated framework which keeps 

the track of the apparent multitude of exchanges that happen in a blockchain 

network. It is kept up by each companion in the blockchain network.  

2. Peer Network: Friends will approve any exchanges that are started by any 

hub in the organization. The approved exchange will be further included the 

square.  

3. Membership/Certificate Authority: The client needs consent to join the 

organization. The Certificate Authority will verify the clients and guarantees 

that they get right admittance to record for the exchange they are performing.  

4. Smart Contract and Consensus Mechanism: Consider at the point when the 

gadget terminal A communicates information, an agreement notice is sent to 

each hub on each blockchain, and in the wake of getting the agreement 

information data, the hub having the assortment authority performs check 

and returns the confirmed computerized mark to the gadget terminal sender. 

In the wake of accepting the agreement information data, the hub 

with the record authority likewise confirms and restores the checked 

advanced mark to the gadget terminal sender. Figure 5 shows that the 

gadget terminal sender A progressively gets the affirmation of the data of  
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the  gadget terminal B, the gadget terminal C, the gadget terminal D, and 

accordingly the gadget terminal E. At the point when the extent arrives at 

51%, the shrewd agreement is reached. In order to ensure no 

organization delay, each partaking gadget terminal consistently makes 5 

squares in a single second. In the event that there's a mishap, the last a 

couple of the 5 squares could likewise be gratitude to arrange delay or 

different mishaps. It is skipped by ensuing gadget terminal, however the 

essential not many of the 5 squares will have sufficient opportunity to 

pass to resulting gadget terminal. The restricted time and consequently 

the quantity of pack ought to be changed predictable with the specific 

needs of the undertaking. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Consensus Mechanism 

 

4 Digital Signature and Encoding 
 

So as to ensure the genuineness and legitimacy of the gadget terminal 

information data, every gadget terminal is confirmed by signature, and 

thusly the communicated information data and mark are utilized in light 

of the fact that the premise of the entrance question, and the mix of hash 

and public key calculation is utilized to guarantee the validness of the 

data. 

Figure 6 shows that the Digital Signature data encryption for 

Subsequent to encoding, sealed and against eavesdropping. Using a mix 

of public key and key, utilize a couple of keys for encryption and 

decoding, uncover a key, and safely ensure another key. The sender of 

the data is scrambled with the overall population key, and along these 

lines the beneficiary of the data is unscrambled with a safely secured key 

to acknowledge encoding. 
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Figure 6 Digital Signature Data Encryption 

 

5 Overall Limitations 
 

The blockchain is a recent secure technology and till goes through 

few challenges and limitations as [11] 

• Cost and Energy: Calculating power is huge for the utilization of block 

chain. 

• Privacy and Security: It could be a serious target for cybercriminals, 

and hence it suffers from outside attacks like Distributed Daniel of 

Service Attacks (DDoS). Other client like malicious can attempt to 

attempt a DoS attack on the peer network by uniformly producing smart 

contracts. 

• Awareness and Adaption: It’s a rising technology perhaps many folks 

don’t have such a lot information about execution. It’s an enormous 

challenge for blockchain awareness and adoption is insufficient. It’s still 

an issue that in future it'll get adopted or not. 

 

6 Conclusion and Future Enhancement 
 

In this research survey, we analysed the today’s energy consumption 

of new technology blockchains, which underly digital currencies.  

The energy consumption is required especially when the number of 

transactions during access, they never pose a huge threat to the climate, 

especially the energy consumption of blockchains never increase 

substantially during more transactions. Also the blockchain energy and  
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in particular permissioned and can be used in enterprise context is 

normally larger than that of non-blockchain, centralized systems. 

Blockchain can bring more advantages contrasted with customary data 

structures. This paper discusses the blockchain technology as an 

overview, the applications areas with risks faced and how blockchain can 

help in such a way to improve the issue. The adoption of the blockchain 

provide solution to the problem must be avoid by proper analysis of 

benefits and trade offs. The existing techniques have some flaws, there 

are numerous provokes identified with security, protection and 

management on this innovation and more analysis needs to be done to 

resolve different challenges. The applications can enhance in future with 

biometric as an added layer of security. In future purposely to be done on 

the blockchain real benefits and other applications in relation to the 

complexity of usage, developmentation, and maintenance carefully taken 

into consideration. 
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